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ABBREVIATIONS

FFS- forefoot strike
GRF- ground reaction force
MFS- midfoot strike
MRI- magnetic resonance imaging
RFS- rearfoot strike
SPECT-CT- Single photon emission computed tomography and computed tomography
VFF- Vibram FiveFingers
1. INTRODUCTION

Evolutionarily humans are endurance runners and have been running for millions of years, but the intervention of primitive shoes dates back to only 40,000 years ago (Murphy et al., 2013), leaving plenty of time for our ancestors to practise barefoot running: a rising trend among athletes and recreational runners.

Since the publication of Christopher McDougall’s *Born to Run: A Hidden Tribe, Superathletes, and the Greatest Race the World Has Never Seen* in 2009 barefoot and minimalist running have become increasingly popular. According to Rothschild’s survey from 2012, conducted among recreational runners in USA, *Born to Run* was the most commonly reported book used as a resource for transitioning to barefoot or minimalist running.

Similarly, the author of this thesis first learned about barefoot running via that book. But, since barefoot running turned out to be rather extreme in the Northern-Europe climate, the conditions led to experimenting with various minimalist running shoes and to the desire – if not necessity- to find out more on the subject.

By now nearly every major footwear company has launched some type of a minimalist shoe, already in 2011 minimalist shoes formed 8% of total running shoe sales in North America (Footwear Insight, 2015). Amongst runners Vibram FiveFingers (VFF), Nike Free, Saucony Kinvara and New Balance Minimus have been the most popular shoes marketed as minimalist by their manufacturer (Rothschild, 2012).

Unfortunately no innovation in footwear design has so far managed to decrease the rate of running related injuries. Runners are prone to repetitive stress injuries due to the simple fact that they strike the ground approximately 600 times per kilometre (Lieberman et al., 2010). An increase in the popularity of endurance running has incurred an increase in running related injuries (Daoud et al., 2012). Further research is required to examine, whether barefoot running, or mimicking it with minimalist footwear, could break the cycle.

In the midst of it all, athletes and healthcare professionals are overwhelmed by the multiple new choices and rapidly changing trends in running footwear, while scientists are desperately looking for evidence for the claims advertised by footwear companies.

The aim of this thesis is to give an overview of the three running conditions: barefoot, minimalist and shod. As well as, to introduce the various types of minimalist footwear, define their advantages and disadvantages and to give practical recommendations on how to transition to minimalist running safely.
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2. BAREFOOT RUNNING

2.1. Biomechanics

In order to discuss the barefoot running style some fundamental concepts –mostly biomechanics- must first be explained. The running gait cycle for one leg consists of the stance phase, early float, mid swing and late float phase (Figure 1) (Lohman et al., 2011). The stance phase is characterized by a forefoot, midfoot or rearfoot striking pattern, which is important when comparing barefoot to shod running. Terms such as shod or cushioned are used with regards to a conventional running shoe, also known as a traditional or a modern running shoe. The forefoot strike (FFS) runners make initial contact with the distal metatarsal area and then continue to lower the heel, but the rearfoot strike (RFS) runners land heel first and then lower the metatarsal area. The most confusing of the three- the midfoot strike (MFS) runners are counted for landing the entire foot on the ground almost simultaneously (Lieberman et al., 2010).
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Figure 1. Phases and periods of the shod running cycle (Lohman et al., 2011).

Habitually barefoot runners are found to adopt the FFS or MFS pattern, while the habitually shod runners use the RFS pattern due to the shock-absorbing effect of a cushioned sole. This, of course, accounts for shod endurance runners as sprinters mostly FFS (Lieberman et al., 2010). RFS runners demonstrate a dorsiflexed ankle position during terminal swing and early stance phase, in contrast, FFS runners have a more neutral ankle position during terminal swing and a plantarflexed ankle during foot contact (Arendse et al., 2004; Lieberman et al., 2010). On average FFS runners display a 6° greater knee flexion at foot contact, which alongside with the plantarflexed ankle lessen the activity of the often
problematic tibialis anterior and vastus medialis muscles compared to RFS runners (Yong et al., 2014).

Regarding to gait cycle differences between the two conditions, stride length and stride frequency are also worth noting. Besides the ankle being 82% less dorsiflexed at footstrike during barefoot running the comparison between the barefoot condition and a conventional running shoe has resulted in 2.4% shorter stride length and 2% higher stride frequency (Bonacci et al., 2014).

Another commonly evaluated measure in running biomechanics is the ground reaction force (GRF), the magnitude of which depends on several variables: stride length, running speed, shoe characteristics, inclination, and stiffness of the ground surface (Lohman et al., 2011). The barefoot runner’s FFS creates smaller collision forces leading to a smaller GRF relative to shod runners. Plus the FFS runners have a shorter stance phase: lower ground contact time results in smaller peak forces (Murphy et al., 2013).

2.2. Running performance

The training regimes of athletes involved barefoot training long before the invention of minimalist footwear, because it improves overall muscle strength, as well as, strengthens the foot core system (Squadrone & Gallozzi, 2009).

One of the many purposes of the strong longitudinal arch of the foot is to store and release elastic energy during running. Barefoot running improves this mass-spring mechanics as FFS and MFS enable the arch to stretch passively during the entire first half of stance. Whereas, RFS passively stretches the arch only in late stance, when the forefoot has also reached the ground (Lieberman et al., 2010).

It has been found that frequent strides and loss of the mass of the shoe may have a positive effect on running performance (Rothschild, 2012). Running in conventional running shoes increases oxygen consumption 5.7% overground and 2.0% on a treadmill when compared to running barefoot (Hanson et al., 2011). In addition, higher step rate during running increases muscle activity in the gluteal region, which may be beneficial for preventing muscle imbalances (Chumanov et al., 2012).
2.3. Common injuries

Common running related injuries include plantar fasciopathy (Figure 2, C), stress fractures, Achilles tendon injuries (Figure 2, F) (Pelletier-Galarneau et al., 2015) and patellofemoral pain syndrome (Bonacci et al., 2013). These musculoskeletal injuries are referred to as overuse injuries, hence sustained from repeated wear and tear of the lower limb (Hreljac, 2004). 37% of all the recorded running injuries are located at or below the knee (Taunton et al., 2002). 56.6% of elite runners have experienced an Achilles tendon overuse injury, 46.6% have sustained anterior knee pain, 35.7% have had a medial tibial stress syndrome and 12.7% plantar fasciopathy (Knobloch et al., 2008).

Figure 2. Single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) and computed tomography (CT) images of the sagittal and axial planes show increased activity of blood flow at the
calcaneal tuberosity indicating a plantar fasciopathy (C). SPECT-CT images of the sagittal and axial planes show increased uptake of radioactive material at the Achilles tendon insertion in the calcaneus, indicating an Achilles enthesopathy (F) (Pelletier-Galarneau et al., 2015).

The frequency of the patellofemoral pain syndrome among runners is so high that it is often simply called the runner’s knee: representing approximately 20% of all running injuries (Lohman et al., 2011). Over-pronation (eversion) of the heel at foot strike is associated with the patellofemoral pain syndrome, this mal-alignment occurs more among shod than barefoot runners (Murphy et al., 2013). Bonacci et al., (2014) proved that unlike shod running, barefoot running induces a decrease in the peak patellofemoral joint stress and suggested to use barefoot running as part of a treatment plan of the patellofemoral pain syndrome.

Furthermore, it is now believed that stiff soles and arch supports in running shoes may cause plantar fasciopathy. These traits of extra support reduce the strength of foot muscles, and therefore place greater stress loads on the plantar fascia via over-pronation (Lieberman et al., 2010).

Up to 80% of shod endurance runners RFS (Lieberman et al., 2010), making initial ground contact with the heel. The collision of the heel with the ground generates an impact of two to four times body weight. Normally, the fat-filled elastic heel pad functions to dissipate stresses during impact phase, but after excessive and repetitive stresses the heel pad degenerates and may provoke pain at the medial calcaneal tubercle. Even though, shoes provide a larger contact area, hence a lower peak pressure under the heel, according to Chen & Lee (2015) „stress concentrations still exist in the heel pad“ (Chen & Lee, 2015).

2.4. Injury prevention

Although, there are insufficient research studies regarding injury rates in shod versus barefoot populations, biomechanical analysis refers to a possible contrast (Rothschild, 2012). Not only barefoot running, but any barefoot activity has the quality to spare the plantar fascia from impact forces by activating the foot intrinsic muscles and controlling impact loads. In third world countries, where the barefoot state is rather inevitability than a choice, there are less chronic injuries to bone and connective tissue (Robbins & Hanna, 1987). Among unshod populations lower extremity osteological modifications are not as frequent as in shod populations (Zipfel & Berger, 2007).
Thanks to its MFS to FFS pattern the barefoot running style can potentially reduce impact related injuries, because it allows the plantar flexors to preactivate to a greater degree before the impact (Rothschild, 2012). The direct contact with the ground, hence the increased sensory feedback also stimulates the activation of the intrinsic foot musculature and allows shock absorption (Robbins & Hanna, 1987). Rothschild (2012) concludes in her survey analysis that „barefoot running replaces the external, passive support of a shoe and with internal, active support by the foot musculature“.

2.5. Limitations

Despite the evident advantages of barefoot running, there are a few disadvantages to be considered before discarding footwear. Even though skin on the soles of the foot is thicker, stronger and more resistant to bruises than skin elsewhere on the body there may not be suitable surfaces in developed countries for barefoot training: harmful stones, glass, needles and nails are inescapable (Squadrone & Gallozzi, 2009). Extreme climate conditions of different regions also affect barefoot running as they form the terrain: neither do too hot or too cold surface temperatures support barefoot activities (Rixe et al., 2012).

Minimizing the supportive features of running shoes may reduce pain and prevent injuries, but may also worsen a previous injury. Thus, in the occurrence of a pre-existing injury or a pain syndrome runners might consider using orthotic devices in cushioned running shoes as a short-term solution. Orthotic devices are thought to reduce perceived pain and provide greater ankle stability (Murphy et al., 2013). A short 4 week treatment plan has shown that individually fitted, semi rigid insoles reduce pain during activities of daily life, as well as running-specific pain in most patients with unilateral chronic Achilles tendinopathy. This short-term treatment option could be considered, when running mileage cannot be reduced (Mayer et al., 2007).
3. MINIMALIST RUNNING SHOES

3.1. Definition

There are many definitions in the literature for minimalist running shoes also known as barefoot shoes, which is why the author finds it necessary to clarify what are considered as minimalist running shoes in the frames of this work.

The absence of a specific definition has led to a general agreement that presents minimalist running shoes with the following requirements: less structure and mass, a reduced heel-toe drop or more flexible than a conventional running shoe (Hamill et al., 2011).

As a result of an ambiguous term and a fast growing market, the minimalist category can be subdivided into three large groups: firstly low-heel and reduced heel-toe drop shoes (e.g. New Balance® Minimus™, Vibram® FiveFingers®, Merrell® Barefoot™), secondly shoes with a slightly thicker sole and minor cushioning (e.g. Nike® Free™), and thirdly shoes that are very similar to a traditional racing flat, yet named minimalist (e.g. Brooks® Pure™, Saucony® Kinvara®) (Squadrone et al., 2014).

The use of various types of minimalist shoes in research studies has brought forth contradictory information about the efficacy of minimalist running shoes in imitating the barefoot running style.

3.2. Classification

As to classify these shoes on the basis of their efficacy to imitate barefoot running patterns and to elicit biomechanical changes which differentiate them from conventional running shoes Squadrone et al., (2014) conducted a study, where they compared six different minimalist shoes to a conventional running shoe and the barefoot condition. All fourteen participants of this study were RFS runners and all had a previous training experience in minimalist shoes. The minimalist shoes tested in this study were: Newton Running® MV2, New Balance® MR00GB, Nike® Free™ 3.0V4, Inov8® Bare-X™ 200, Vibram® FiveFingers® (VFF) Seeya™ and Saucony® Kinvara™ 2.

After the laboratory tests the analysis revealed that the Inov8, New Balance and VFF shoes elicited a more anterior foot strike pattern than the other minimalist shoes with the average mean difference of ~ 30% or ~ 1.6 cm. These shoes were also characterised by a less
dorsiflexed foot (~ 35%) at initial contact, which can be explained by a less elevated heel (Squadrone et al., 2014). An ultrathin sole means less material to prevent possible heel pain at impact, resulting in a more midfoot contact and a plantarflexed foot position (Lieberman et al., 2010).

On the basis of stride frequency, stride length and step time the minimalist shoes appeared to form two subgroups: (1) Newton Running and VFF shoe, and (2) Saucony, Nike, New Balance and Inov8 shoe. Stride frequency was ~ 15% higher, stride length ~ 15% and step time 18% lower in the first group (Squadrone et al., 2014).

Previous studies (e.g. Squadrone & Gallozzi, 2009) have also reported higher stride frequencies when runners transition from conventional running shoes to minimalist ones. Reduced stride length decreases impact characteristics, possibly due to the centre of mass lying more directly over the foot strike not on the heel extended in front of the runner (Kerrigan et al., 2009). A more extended knee is believed to increase landing stiffness (Farley et al., 1998) and knee range of motion, the latter results in greater contact time as was seen in the shoes with a higher heel stack (Squadrone et al., 2014). Greater contact time in high-heel shoe conditions generates higher peak forces and therefore a higher GRF (Murphy et al., 2013). Contact time was the shortest with VFF and New Balance shoes (Squadrone et al., 2014). Further foot strike, spatio-temporal stride and kinematic variables for the different foot conditions are available in Table 1 and Table 2.

On the whole, it was concluded that some models (VFF Seeya, New Balance MR00GB and Inov8-X 200) are more effective in inducing adjustments characteristic to barefoot running than others (Newton Running MV2, Saucony Kinvara 2, Nike Free 3.0V4). RFS runners responded most prominently to low-heel minimalist shoes by adapting to a more MFS pattern. The purpose was to define minimalist as the quality of imitating barefoot running conditions, so according to this study the most essential requirements for a minimalist shoe are extremely low heel height and reduced shock absorption ability (Squadrone et al., 2014).

In addition to low-heal, reduced heel-toe drop, lightweight and high sole flexibility Rixe et al., (2012) suggest that true minimalist shoes should have an expanded toe box like the VFF. Footwear, which meets these criteria, allows the wearer to imitate the barefoot running style while protecting the feet from acute puncture wounds, severe surface temperature and infections (Rixe et al., 2012).

In terms of making this work more easy to follow, from here on the low-heel minimalist shoes, which according to Squadrone et al. (2014) proved to be more effective in
replicating the barefoot condition (e.g. VFF Seeya, New Balance MR00GB and Inov8-X 200) will be referred to as ‘true’ minimalist shoes and the less effective slightly cushioned shoes (e.g. Newton Running MV2, Saucony Kinvara 2, Nike Free 3.0V4) will be named ‘potential’ minimalist shoes.

Table 1. Mean values of biomechanical variables for different true minimalist shoes. (Squadrone et al., 2014).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Foot strike, spatio-temporal stride and kinematic variables.</th>
<th>Barefoot</th>
<th>VFF Seeya</th>
<th>Inov8 Bare-X 200</th>
<th>New Balance MR00GB</th>
<th>Cushioned shoe</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strike index (%)</td>
<td>27.0</td>
<td>25.5 #</td>
<td>24.5 #</td>
<td>25.4 #</td>
<td>18.6 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foot angle at contact (°)</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>6.9 #</td>
<td>7.6 #</td>
<td>8.0 #</td>
<td>12.1 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stride frequency (step/min)</td>
<td>86.8</td>
<td>85.4 *#</td>
<td>83.6 *</td>
<td>84.1 *</td>
<td>83.4 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stride length (m)</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>2.34 *#</td>
<td>2.38 *</td>
<td>2.37 *</td>
<td>2.38 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step time (ms)</td>
<td>346</td>
<td>352 *#</td>
<td>358 *</td>
<td>357 *</td>
<td>358 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contact time (ms)</td>
<td>234</td>
<td>238 *#</td>
<td>246 *#</td>
<td>242 *#</td>
<td>251 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stride angle (°)</td>
<td>73.2</td>
<td>72.6</td>
<td>73.4</td>
<td>74.3</td>
<td>74.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overstride angle (°)</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>8.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knee contact angle (°)</td>
<td>163.8</td>
<td>165.1</td>
<td>164.5 #</td>
<td>165.2</td>
<td>166.6 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak stance knee flex angle (°)</td>
<td>138.8</td>
<td>138.5</td>
<td>137.9</td>
<td>138.2</td>
<td>137.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knee ROM stance phase (°)</td>
<td>25.1</td>
<td>26.7 #</td>
<td>26.6 #</td>
<td>26.9 #</td>
<td>29.0 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hip vertical displacement (mm)</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>8.2 #</td>
<td>7.8 #</td>
<td>7.3 #</td>
<td>10.8 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variables significantly similar to barefoot (n)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variables significantly different from cushioned model (n)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: *Significantly different from barefoot. # Significantly different from the cushioned shoe. In this study significance was accepted at P < 0.05 level* (Squadrone et al., 2014).
Table 2. Mean values of biomechanical variables for different potential minimalist shoes. (Squadrone et al., 2014).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Barefoot</th>
<th>Newton Running MV2</th>
<th>Saucony Kinvara 2</th>
<th>Nike Free 3.0V4</th>
<th>Cushioned shoe</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strike index (%)</td>
<td>27.0</td>
<td>21.0 *</td>
<td>19.6 *</td>
<td>19.9 *</td>
<td>18.6 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foot angle at contact (°)</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>10.7 *</td>
<td>11.8 *</td>
<td>12.3 *</td>
<td>12.1 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stride frequency (step/min)</td>
<td>86.8</td>
<td>84.9 *#</td>
<td>84.0 *</td>
<td>83.7 *</td>
<td>83.4 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stride length (m)</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>2.35 *</td>
<td>2.37 *</td>
<td>2.38 *</td>
<td>2.38 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step time (ms)</td>
<td>346</td>
<td>354 *#</td>
<td>357 *</td>
<td>358 *</td>
<td>358 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contact time (ms)</td>
<td>234</td>
<td>247 *#</td>
<td>250 *</td>
<td>252 *</td>
<td>251 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stride angle (°)</td>
<td>73.2</td>
<td>74.2</td>
<td>73.3</td>
<td>72.5</td>
<td>74.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overstride angle (°)</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>8.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knee contact angle (°)</td>
<td>163.8</td>
<td>165.4</td>
<td>165.6</td>
<td>166.3 *</td>
<td>166.6 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak stance knee flex angle (°)</td>
<td>138.8</td>
<td>138.0</td>
<td>137.6</td>
<td>137.4</td>
<td>137.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knee ROM stance phase (°)</td>
<td>25.1</td>
<td>27.4 *</td>
<td>28.0 *</td>
<td>28.9 *</td>
<td>29.0 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hip vertical displacement (mm)</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11.5 *</td>
<td>10.8 *</td>
<td>10.8 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variables significantly similar to barefoot (n)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variables significantly different from cushioned model (n)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Notes: *Significantly different from barefoot. # Significantly different from the cushioned shoe. In this study, "significance was accepted at P < 0.05 level" (Squadrone et al., 2014).
4. COMPARISON OF RUNNING SHOES

4.1 True versus potential minimalist shoes

Although, shortly discussed in the previous chapter, the importance of differentiating various types of minimalist shoes will herein be further explained. Namely, how different types of minimalist shoes appear to reproduce different aspects of the barefoot condition (Nigg, 2009).

In a study by Bonacci et al. (2013) the researchers examined the NIKE Free 3.0, which was categorized as a potential minimalist shoe earlier in this paper. The NIKE Free was set against the barefoot condition, a lightweight racing flat (NIKE LunaRacer2) and a conventional running shoe, with the purpose to assess if running biomechanics are similar in minimalist and barefoot conditions. The racing flat, that has been commonly used by runners for many years, was included to detect the differences between the racing flat and a potential minimalist shoe, if any.

Twenty-two highly trained habitually shod runners performed ten overground running trials in all four conditions. Results showed stride length and frequency differences between barefoot and all shod conditions, but not between the minimalist shoe and the racing flat. For most kinematic and kinetic variables at the knee and ankle, the testing displayed differences between barefoot and all shod conditions, but not across the shod conditions (Bonacci et al., 2013).

The authors draw a conclusion that the NIKE Free minimalist shoe is unable to sufficiently replicate the biomechanics of barefoot running. Although labelled minimalist, the NIKE Free 3.0 still has a 17 mm thick heel that affords considerable cushioning (Bonacci et al., 2013), which reduces the feeling of discomfort at heel contact and encourages the runner to land with a dorsiflexed ankle (Lieberman et al., 2010).

When describing the limitations of their study the authors recognise that due to the different constructions of minimalist shoes the results of this study should not be fully extrapolated to less cushioned low-heel minimalist shoes (Bonacci et al., 2013).

Similarly, Squadrone and Gallozzi’s research from 2009 assessed whether the VFF Classic, named a true minimalist shoe by the current author, is effective in mimicking barefoot running conditions. To avoid the subjects having a weakened foot musculature or reduced proprioceptive sensitivity from long-term footwear use (Stiff & Verkhoshansky, 1999), only experienced barefoot runners were recruited to this study.
Eight healthy runners participated by running on an instrumented treadmill in three different conditions: barefoot, with the VFF Classic and with a conventional running shoe. After analysing the three conditions the authors reported, that the tested minimalist shoe enables the following benefits of barefoot running: FFS pattern, lower ground contact time, higher step rates and lower peak impact forces than with a conventional running shoe. It also appeared that running with VFF decreased oxygen consumption 2.8% in comparison to a conventional running shoe (Squadrone & Gallozzi, 2009).

The VFF Classic has a 3.5 mm rubber sole, is lightweight (148 g) and has very limited cushioning (Bonacci et al., 2013). The authors concluded that the VFF effectively replicate the barefoot condition while providing a layer of protection (Squadrone & Gallozzi, 2009).

Before making definite conclusions there are some methodological differences between the two reported studies (Bonacci et al., 2013; Squadrone & Gallozzi, 2009) that must be considered. Firstly, the participants were accustomed to different conditions: habitually shod versus habitually barefoot. Secondly, the participants ran on different surfaces: overground versus treadmill. Thirdly, the sample sizes of the experiments varied significantly: twenty-two versus eight participants. Unfortunately these differences are inevitable due to the limited number of studies available on the subject.

4.2 Conventional running shoes

Many authors, including Rixe et al. (2012) and Kerrigan et al. (2009), have stated that despite the popularity of a conventional running shoe there is no scientific evidence to confirm its potential to reduce injury or to promote long-term health in runners. Although, footwear companies are developing specific running shoes and orthotic insert for variable arches and foot shapes, e.g. motion control footwear for pes planus, cushioned footwear for pes cavus and stability footwear for normal arches (Rixe et al., 2012), injury rates among endurance runners have not decreased over the past 30 years (Fields et al., 2010).

The construction of a conventional running shoe includes cushioning and an elevated heel (~8-16 mm) made of foam or other compliant material. This additional support may lead to a decrease in tissue tolerance to mechanical stress and excessive foot pronation, which tenses the deltoid ligaments and medial fascia of the foot (Murphy et al., 2013).

The cushioning and the elevated heel of a conventional running shoe reduce the magnitude of the vertical GRF at footstrike, which would normally cause discomfort
(Lieberman, 2012). However, at midstance, when the GRF, joint moments and contact forces are at their peak, the fore mentioned reducing factors have little influence (Bonacci et al., 2014). Higher rates of peak vertical GRF during footstrike interrelate with injury (Kernozek et al., 2014), thus the importance of the barefoot runner’s FFS pattern, which decreases the peak GRF during impact serving the same purpose as the shoe with the additional benefit of also reducing peak joint moments at midstance (Bonacci et al., 2014).

Since the conventional running shoe eases discomfort in the rearfoot area during contact, it can be postulated that the conventional running shoe predisposes the use of RFS (Lieberman et al., 2010). Runners who naturally utilize the RFS pattern reported 54% incidence of running related injury annually compared to non-RFS runners’ 31% (Goss & Gross, 2012). Moreover, the same authors found that runners who wear conventional running shoes are 3.41 times more prone to experience a running related injury than runners who choose to wear minimalist shoes (Goss & Gross, 2012).
5. TRANSITIONING TO MINIMALIST SHOES

5.1 Complications

Minimalist running puts higher impact forces on the forefoot and midfoot area, which has resulted in reports of metatarsal stress fractures (Giuliani et al., 2011). Females are more prone to stress fractures than males, therefore females must make sure to transition to minimalist running shoes particularly slowly (Ridge et al., 2013). Also, when first undertaking the FFS pattern the increased work in the triceps surae muscle causes muscle soreness for the majority of runners (Bonacci et al., 2013). If, for some reason, a runner is unsuccessful in switching to the FFS pattern and utilizes the RFS pattern without the shock-absorbing sole of a conventional running shoe, forces equal to 1.5-3 times body weight will be absorbed by the heel (Lieberman et al., 2010). This can cause running related injury to the structures of the heel (Ridge et al., 2013).

Another possible source of injury during the transitioning period is the mismatch between the striking pattern and the footwear design. Long-term RFS runners switching to footwear developed for FFS and MFS runners without any training or guidance is a risk factor for repetitive stress injuries to the foot and ankle (Giuliani et al., 2011).

In order to prevent potential complications runners must not rush the transitioning from a conventional running shoe to a true minimalist shoe, it is a process that requires caution and patience (Rixe et al., 2012).

5.2 Recommendations

Rothschild (2012) has described minimalist running as a recommended phase before transitioning to barefoot running. But as the running pattern for barefoot and true minimalist shoes is considered biomechanically analogous (Squadrone et al., 2014), and the amount of studies examining the adaptation period is very limited, it is recommended, based on the available information and literature search, to follow the instructions given below in both cases: either transitioning to barefoot or minimalist running.

Replacing or discarding shoes is only the first step towards permanently changing one’s striking pattern. Although, RFS runners, who have grown up wearing shoes, automatically decrease dorsiflexion at initial contact approximately 7-10° when first trying
barefoot running, they predominantly use the RFS pattern even on hard surfaces (Lieberman et al., 2010).

Thus, running with new shoes or on a new surface should be treated as high-intensity days that are followed by lower intensity ones. Muscles that act on the lower leg, ankle and foot will need more time to recover to avoid overload: post workout meals rich in protein and carbohydrates also help to speed recovery (Rixe et al., 2012). Strengthening exercises for the musculature in the foot are advised before discarding cushioned footwear (Ridge et al., 2013).

A 2-week strength training programme for the foot musculature is freely accessible on the VFF homepage. The programme involves seven exercises: heel raise, toe grip, dorsi/plantar flexion, toe spread/tap, exaggerated eversion/inversion, grabbing a towel with toes, and barefoot walking (or in VFF) for one- to two-hour periods. It is recommended to perform the exercises for 20 repetitions in 3 sets, 3-5 times per week for 2 weeks before wearing VFF for running (VFF1, 2015).

The time span of a full transition is individual for each runner and thus cannot be outlined in terms of days or weeks (Rixe et al., 2012). One of the few available studies on transitioning to true minimalist shoes by Ridge et al. (2013) assessed structural lesions in recreational runners during a 10 week adaptation period. Runners were instructed to gradually replace some mileage in conventional running shoes with mileage in VFF according to the recommendations published on the VFF Web site. The instructions currently available on the Web site may differ from those used in the study noted, but are nevertheless brought in Table 3.

During the first week participants ran one 1-2 mile run in the VFF and from the second week they added one 1-2 mile run per week up to the fourth week, during which they were allowed to add more mileage if they wanted, but not less. So during the tenth week they would run 10 or more miles in the VFF. All participants documented their workouts, including any foot or leg pain. Of the 19 participants, who tested the VFF, 10 had increased magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) signal intensity in some bone of their feet that refers to either a subfracture bone marrow edema or a stress fracture (only two experienced stress fractures) (Ridge et al., 2013).

However, increases in bone marrow edema correlate with added stress and have also been found in inexperienced runners who trained in conventional running shoes for 7 sequential days (Trappeniers et al., 2003). Even though, the injured and non-injured participants ran the same mileage in VFF, the injured runners ran more in conventional shoes.
in addition to the minimalist running, which also could have contributed to injury (Ridge et al., 2013).

As most runners are unable to receive a MRI scan after undertaking minimalist running, the presence of any pain should be taken with care and running should be limited (Ridge et al., 2013). If the pain persists seeking medical advice is highly recommended (Rixe et al., 2012). As far as injury prevention is concerned the most important aspect to take into account when transitioning to minimalist running is the rate of transition (Ridge et al., 2013).

Table 3. Instructions for transitioning to VFF (VFF1, 2015).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Weeks 1 and 2</th>
<th>Weeks 3 and 4</th>
<th>Weeks 5 through 12</th>
<th>Weeks 13 and on</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foot training</strong> 3-5x/week.</td>
<td>Warm up with foot training. Gently stretch your calves and arches.</td>
<td>Warm up with foot training. Gently stretch your calves and arches.</td>
<td>Warm up with foot training. Gently stretch your calves and arches.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wear FiveFingers for 1 to 2 hour intervals per day (simple day-to-day activities: sitting, standing walking, etc.).</strong></td>
<td>Run 10% - 20% of your normal running distance no more than once every other day.</td>
<td>Each week, increase your running by no more than 10% of your distance from the previous week. Continue to run more than once every other day.</td>
<td>At this stage you may be able to experiment with your distance, speed, and frequency. Continue to gradually increase your distance, but listen to your body every step of the way.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Practice foot stretching and self-massage, include calf massage as part of this recovery process.</strong></td>
<td>After each run, practice foot stretching and self-massage. Include calf massage as part of this process.</td>
<td>After each run, practice foot stretching and self-massage. Include calf massage as part of this process.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6. SUMMARY

The aim of this thesis was to research the differences between the following running conditions: barefoot, minimalist and shod. Meanwhile, the characteristics of various minimalist shoes were analysed, their advantages and disadvantages were listed through the eyes of a recreational distance runner in a climate of four seasons. Based on the received information practical recommendations were given in the matter of transitioning to minimalist footwear without or with minimal complications.

Running related musculoskeletal injuries are often associated with incorrect footwear, training errors and biomechanical factors like the GRF. As runners tend to choose their shoes on the basis of trend information, personal preference and the input of the store employee (Lohman et al., 2011), it is safe to say that the scientific material is yet to reach the crowds.

Due to the many factors influencing injury development besides footwear, taking up a certain strike pattern may not decrease injury rates for all runners (Murphy et al., 2013). Nor is it advised to switch to minimalist running without any consultancy (Giuliani et al., 2011) or with a pre-existing injury (Murphy et al., 2013). That is, only if acute damage to the feet can be avoided reducing the support by the footwear is suggested in order to stimulate the strengthening of the foot musculature (Rothschild, 2012).

Compared to shod running, the most evident advantage of minimalist running is the likely shift towards a more FFS pattern and thereby a decrease in collision forces (Squadrone & Gallozzi, 2009). The subsequent higher stride frequency alongside with the loss of shoe mass can have a favourable effect on running performance (Rothschild, 2012).

In order to see the desired change one must very carefully choose between the many types of minimalist running shoes. Low-heel, reduced heel-toe drop, lightweight and high sole flexibility make a minimalist shoe effective in replicating the barefoot style (Squadrone et al., 2014).

Before taking up running in minimalist footwear it is recommended to strengthen the foot musculature with exercises and walking in minimalist shoes or barefoot (VFF1, 2015). The transition ought to be done gradually and stopped if any pain is experienced (Ridge et al., 2013).

To summarise, it seems that according to the existing studies less is more in case of running footwear.
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RESÜMEE

Minimalistlike jooksujalatsite kasutuselevõtu mõju ja ohutus harrastusjooksjale


Kokkuvõtteks võib öelda, et edasised uuringud on kindlasti vajalikud selgitamaks minimalistlike jooksujalatsite potentsiaali jooksuspordiga seonduvate vigastuste ennetamisel.
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